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Abstract

NeuroVault.org is dedicated to storing outputs of analyses in the form of statistical maps, parcellations and atlases, a unique strategy that contrasts with most neuroimaging repositories that store raw acquisition data or stereotaxic coordinates. Such maps are indispensable for performing meta-analyses, validating novel methodology, and deciding on precise outlines for regions of interest (ROIs). NeuroVault is open to maps derived from both healthy and clinical populations, as well as from various imaging modalities (sMRI, fMRI, EEG, MEG, PET, etc.). The repository uses modern web technologies such as interactive web-based visualization, cognitive decoding, and comparison with other maps to provide researchers with efficient, intuitive tools to improve the understanding of their results. Each dataset and map is assigned a permanent Universal Resource Locator (URL), and all of the data is accessible through a REST Application Programming Interface (API). Additionally, the repository supports the NIDM-Results standard, and has the ability to parse outputs from popular FSL and SPM software packages to automatically extract relevant metadata. This ease of use, modern web-integration, and pioneering functionality holds promise to improve the workflow for making inferences about and sharing whole-brain statistical maps.

Contact: krzysztof.gorgolewski@gmail.com.
Introduction

There is a long history of data sharing in neuroimaging: beginning with precursors such as fMRIDC (Van Horn et al., 2001), transitioning to clinically-focused efforts (ADNI (Weiner et al., 2012), NDAR (Hall et al., 2012), FBIRN (Glover et al., 2012)), and most recently moving to fully open databases (OpenfMRI (Poldrack et al., 2013) (for review see (Poline et al., 2012))). Sharing data has led to new discoveries (Cai et al., 2014), and has been instrumental in testing new analysis methods (Carp, 2012). Although full, raw datasets provide unprecedented possibilities for analyses that use tools that were not available when the data was initially acquired, sharing comes with a cost. Curation involves precise description of the experimental procedure, requiring significant time and effort especially for task-based fMRI studies. As we argued recently, (Poldrack and Gorgolewski, 2014) there is a tradeoff between the amount of effort needed to share a particular type of data and the potential impact the shared data can have. Data types can range from raw datasets that are difficult to share1 (and subsequently not shared) to their derivatives (peak coordinates), which are included in almost every human brain mapping paper. The challenge of sharing raw data is reflected in our practice: there exist excellent databases dedicated to raw datasets (OpenfMRI and FCP/INDI), however due to various reasons including the time-consuming nature of sharing, these databases capture only a very small fraction of the data from all published research.

Data sharing can range from commonly shared coordinate data to rarely shared raw datasets, and there are significant drawbacks associated with each of the two. Peaks of statistically significant clusters of activation that are reported in papers have been successfully used to perform meta-analyses (Laird et al., 2005; Yarkoni et al., 2011), however it is easy to imagine a scenario in which a coordinate-based strategy misses subthreshold effects. Further, discarding information that is below threshold is akin to not publishing null results, a dangerous practice that generates publication bias to skew our perception of accumulated knowledge (Rosenthal, 1979). Clearly, there is an opportunity to use an intermediate form of the data between these two extremes that might optimize these constraints.

Using unthresholded statistical maps, an intermediate between raw data and peak coordinates, would provide a significant advance in meta-analytic power. Coordinate-based meta-analysis (CBMA) methods, although more widely used due to the availability of coordinate data, are substantially less powerful than image-based meta-analysis methods (IBMA; meta-analysis based on unthresholded statistical maps see (Salimi-Khorshidi et al., 2009a). The extended use of CBMA methods can be attributed to the ease of which peak coordinates can be shared in publication tables. Unthresholded statistical maps, in stark contrast, can only be shared by way of ad hoc means (an author’s web site or server), and common infrastructure is needed to propagate this as standard practice. While some have advocated for the sharing of statistical maps in the past (Salimi-Khorshidi et al., 2009b; Van Essen, 2009; Van Horn, 2003), such an infrastructure has, unfortunately not emerged.

---

1The issues and barriers of sharing raw neuroimaging data are different for different modalities. For example, task-based fMRI in contrast to resting state fMRI requires additional metadata to describe the stimuli and subject response. Nonetheless, sharing derivatives (such as coordinates or statistical maps) requires less effort than sharing raw data independently of the modality.
NeuroVault is a recently introduced (Gorgolewski et al., 2015) database that aims to solve these problems. It is a web-based repository that makes it easy to deposit and share statistical maps, parcellations, and atlases of the human brain. It provides attractive visualization and cognitive decoding of the maps that can improve collaborations and readability of the results. At the same time, it also provides an API for researchers to download the data, perform powerful analyses, and build new tools.

Database description

Purpose of the database

NeuroVault was designed to be an easy-to-use repository for statistical maps, parcellations, and atlases of the human brain. It allows users to quickly upload the results of their statistical analyses and share them publicly or with selected colleagues. The focus of the repository is on capturing as many studies as possible, and therefore the submission process does not involve curation, and annotation of the dataset is optional. We justify this by the assumption that the best description of a statistical map is the related paper, a comprehensive document of the methods and metadata associated with the data. Therefore, linking the map to the document object identifier (DOI) of the paper is an efficient way to preserve information that can later be extracted using other methods. One of the reasons why NeuroVault does not focus on data annotation is that there are competing approaches how this should be performed. Some argue that only manual annotation done by experts can lead to meaningful result (Laird et al., 2005). Others prefer to automate the process and extract annotation from papers via machine learning algorithms (Yarkoni et al., 2011). There is also a middle ground where annotations are crowd sourced (http://brainspell.org). As long as NeuroVault provides DOIs of corresponding papers all these methods can be applied.

Current status of the database

NeuroVault is rapidly growing and currently hosts 1,356 images spread over 201 collections (47% public) from 280 registered users. Forty of the collections are linked to publications via a DOI (for a detailed description of annotation coverage see (Gorgolewski et al., 2015). The majority of data currently in NeuroVault consists of unthresholded statistical maps (T, F or Z) in MNI space, and the remaining include parcellation maps, atlases, multivariate analysis weight maps, and source localized MEG/EEG maps. All statistical maps uploaded to NeuroVault undergo automated quality control, checking if they are unthresholded or if they roughly align with the MNI template. The results of these checks are reported to submitters and as well as being exposed through the API.

Data types available

NeuroVault is agnostic to the modality used when computing maps and therefore accepts results from fMRI (task-based and resting state), structural (for example T1 derived Voxel Based Morphometry maps) as well as MEG/EEG (after source localisation). In addition, NeuroVault supports NIDM-Results format (http://nidm.nidash.org/specs/nidm-results_020.html) - a bundle that includes contrast maps, masks, design matrix, residuals and other metadata. All data are available in compressed NIFTI format, all images are in MNI space, and each collection and image has a permanent citable URL. In some cases (for
example in the case of data derived from OpenfMRI) images are linked to the publicly available raw datasets. Each collection and image can be optionally annotated with population, acquisition, processing and statistical details as well as terms form the Cognitive Atlas (Poldrack et al., 2011). Availability of this metadata depends on the amount of work committed by the researcher submitting the data.

**Accessibility**

There are two access levels in NeuroVault: public and private. All public collections are accessible (read-only) through the web interface as well as our JSON/XML API, which can be queried by DOI of associated papers. Access to public collections is completely unconstrained and does not require signing agreements or creating an account. Data from public collections are distributed under a Creative Commons (CC0) license (https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/). In contrast, private collections are given a randomly generated URL that is first only known to the collection owner, and sharing this address is at his or her discretion. Knowledge of the secret URL is sufficient to access the collection (collaborators do not need to create accounts in NeuroVault to be able to see a shared private collection). Data from private collections are not exposed through the API.

The process of selecting and downloading data is facilitated by the API, which provides both metadata and download URLs for all maps. Researchers can use the API to select an arbitrary subset of the database and programatically download maps one-by-one. Exposing the maps in this piecwise fashion ensures that if the transfer is interrupted, the download can be resumed from where it left off. All maps are available as compressed NIFTI files to reduce download times. Additionally, we provide a Python package to help with the interaction with the API and data downloads (https://github.com/NeuroVault/pyneurovault).

**Anonymization and sensitive data**

At the moment, NeuroVault is focused on the collection of group level maps in MNI space. Such data intrinsically do not include details of individual subjects and therefore do not pose a risk of identity disclosure. Therefore, no anonymization procedures are required before depositing group maps into NeuroVault. In the case of researchers submitting single-subject statistical maps, care must be taken on the part of the researcher to use fully anonymous names to describe the individual maps. In contrast to anatomical scans, statistical maps in MNI space do not provide enough spatial details to recognize individuals via their facial features, and therefore do not require defacing procedures.

**Long-term sustainability**

Although we cannot make any certain claims about the future, we have designed the NeuroVault service to ensure extendibility and robustness to hosting large-scale data. NeuroVault is an open-source project (the code is available at https://github.com/NeuroVault/NeuroVault) that is dependent only on free and open source components (web servers, content management systems, databases etc.). This means that NeuroVault can be set up by anyone to run on a new server at any given moment. However, software is not the most important part of the project. To preserve the data, we are performing daily offsite backups that are later copied to other locations. Further, we have automated and heavily
tested the process of using the code and data to completely restore the service from scratch (https://github.com/NeuroVault/neurovault_puppet). The last component of the service reliability is hardware. It is worth noting that statistical maps take considerably less space than other types of brain imaging data (e.g., raw fMRI datasets). A 500 GB hard drive (available for $50) can store almost 500,000 statistical maps. Furthermore, the cost of server maintenance and connection to the Internet can easily be leveraged utilizing existing academic institutions’ infrastructures. In short, we argue that despite not being able to guarantee long-term availability of NeuroVault, the nature of its design and data makes the repository easy and cheap to move a new location if the need arises.2

Feedback and communication with users

Users can send comments on their experience using NeuroVault by way of a “UserVoice” widget available on every page of NeuroVault.org. The more technically inclined user can post bug reports and feature suggestions on GitHub. For communicating outages, and new features and submissions, we use Twitter and Google+. There is currently no notification system for updating users if data is withdrawn/revised/added to, but we plan to investigate using RSS and mailing lists for that purpose in the future.

Openness to new contributions

NeuroVault is open to contributions of statistical maps, parcellations, and atlases from studies of healthy and clinical populations using almost all neuroimaging techniques. Due to the small file size and simple nature of statistical maps, it only takes five minutes to upload a new dataset and link it to a recent publication. We hope that our efforts in streamlining the interface, providing useful features, and cooperating with neuroimaging organizations and journals has and will continue to make NeuroVault grow in the future. The open source model we adopted in developing the repository allows researchers to not only contribute data, but also code (see https://github.com/NeuroVault/NeuroVault for details). More details about the database can be found in (Gorgolewski et al., 2015.).
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2In the event that the database will be hosted by a new institution and managed by a different set of individuals we would either set up a redirection service or transfer the rights to the domain name so existing URLs would point to the right datasets.


